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Abstract 

A cooler synchrotron TARN II has been in the com
missioning stage since the beginning of 1989. It aims 
the beam acceleration up to 1.1 GeV for proton and to 
310 ~le\'/u for heavy ions of q/A=O, 5, correspondin_£( to 
the maximum magnetic rigidity of 6.1 T.m. An electron 
cooling device and a sloh' extraction channel are 
prepared for various beam experiments. In the present 
paper, the status of TARN 11 is described as 1-.'ell as 
the results of preliminary beam experiments. 

Introduction 

TARN II is an experimental facility for 
accelerator, atomic, and nuclear physics Hith an 
electron cooler equipment as ~>ell as the functions of 
beam acceleration and sloH extraction.' This cooler 
synchrotron has the maximum magnetic rigidity of 6.1 
T.m, corresponding to a proton energy of l.l GeV. The 
main parameters of the ring are shoHn in Table 1. The 
ring is hexagonal in shape l<ith an average diameter of 
24.8 m. Its "ircumference is 17.76 m, ,just 17 -times 
that of the extraction orbit of the in,iector SF 
r~ycluLrun. It has 6 lou~ sLu1ig:bt sec-1..i.ull::. of J .2 m 
length each, Hhich are used for the beam injection 
system, an RF cavity, an electron cooling device, and a 
sloH beam extraction system. It takes 3.5 sec for the 
po~<er supply to excite the ~<hole magnet system to the 
full excitation. The flat top duration of magnetic 
field is variable and sufficiently long for the beam 
cooling and extraction. The peak electric po~-<er for the 
magnet excitation is 2000 kVA and related poh'er con
sumption is 1 HW. The RF cavity can be tuned from 0.5 
to 8. 5 ~1Hz and the poHer amplifier can produce a gap 
voltage of 2 kV. The electron cooling system can cool 
the ion beam with energy of up to 200 cleV /u, cor
responding to the maximum electron energy of 120 keN, 
It consists of an electron gun, an interaction region 
of 1.5 m in length, collector and electron guiding 
c:oils. 2 

Fig. l Layout of TARN II 

At present, all the ring system are completed, in
cluding the extraetion system. The first trial of beam 
inject i.on was performed i.n December 1988, and a beams 
of 28 ~leV were circulated in TAR;; II. Subsequently the 
experiments of beam injection and accumulation ha,·e 
been performPd for several days per month as Hell as 
t.he fundamental studiPs on the effects of electron beam 
on circulating ion beams. In SeptPmber 1989, the first 
e-cool experiments was performed successfully Hith use 
of 20 cleV proton beam. Further experiments of beam ac
<celeration and cooling are scheduled in the follm.:ing 
S<·C\'eral monthP.s. 

Table 1 ~lain parameters of TARN II ring 

'lagnet system 

The focusing structure of the magnet system is 
based on an FOOO lattice, and the long straig;ht sec
tions are prepared by inserting drift space of 4.20 m 
len.gth betweHJ horizontall,v focusin!" quadrupole magnets 
at e\·ery unit ccell. {Fig. 11 The whole circumference is 
composed of si:.; unit cells. For the synchrotron ac
ce]er~ltion ffil)()c.:;, these cells are f7Xcited identic-ally 

~laximum magnetic rigidity 
Hax. beam energy proton 

Circumference 
Average radius 
Radius of curvature 
Focusing structure 

ions Hith q/A=l/2 

Length of long straight section 
Superperiodici t:-· acceleration mode 

cooling mode 
Rising time of magnet exc.i tat ion 
Repetition rate {max. I 
'la'; fielrl of dipole magnets 
'lax gradient of quadrupole magnets 
Revolution frequency 
AccelPration frequency 
Harmonic number 
'lax rf voltage 
Cseful aperture 
Vacuum pressure 
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6.1 T.m 
1.1 GeV 

370 HeV/u 
77.76 m 

12.376 m 
4.045 m 

FBDBFO 
4.20 m 

6 
3 

3.5 sec to full 
0.1 Hz 

15.0 kG 
70 kG/m 

0.31 - 3. 75 ~1Hz 

0.62 - 7.50 rlHz 
2 

2 kV 
50 x 200 mm 2 

10-11 Torr 



approxinntel:· 40,u sec 1~hich corresponds to about 20-:30 
times of the revuluLion pr,riod of the, he.>am in the ring. 
The fre'luenc·y of RF fieltl \-.Hs set. tn bP tht' \"t:due c-or
rr~spoJJd i ng to t ht~ har·mon i c rn1mbf~r 2 of the beam 

ci rcu 1 at ion. ( 1 . "iP,7 '1Hz for proton 20 'le\·1 . In Fig. 2, 
the si.?:nal~ of plsP.d arc in the cyclotron, disl'hare;ed 
currc·nts of k i rl\er magtwt and those of t"o bump 
magnd.s. From the beam sie;nal of t.he electrostatic 
monitor, the gain of intensity of the circulating beam 

«as increased by about 1 ~ turns, which realizes '-"<'11 
the e:-.:pected value of the simulation. The RF frequenc;~· 

and voltage were so adjusted as to get the maximum cap
ture effici<>ncy. 

The 1 i feti me of the beam >-·as measured by the decay 
constant of the signal from one of the electrostatic 
monitors (Fig. 3). Thee-folding lifetime was found to 
be 12 sec. It Has d<>terminf>d hv the scattering Hith 
the residual gas. This lifetim~ is roughly in agree

ment Hith the calculated result on the condition that 
the average vacuum pr-essure in the ring h'as about 2 

xl0- 9 Torr and the a beam energy was 7 ~leV/u. In 
these early experiments, t.he vacuum chambers were not 
yet baked out.. 

Fig. 2 Pulse, shapes of cycloLn;u arc, magnetic 
fields of kicker magnet and t1<o bump 
magnets. ( From top to bottom l 

The electron cooling e:>-:periment Has performed for 
20 ~leV pro·ton beam «hich Has injectf>d into the ring b"" 
mul tit.urn injection method. Number of injected par

ticles Has about 10 7 • After the adjustment of correc
tion magnets 1ohich compensate the effects due to the 

solenoid and toroidal magnetic fields of electron 
equipments, He observed the cooling effect and the 
momentum spread of stored proton beams Has improved 
from the initial value of 2x10-J to the final value of 
2xlO-• with the e-folding cooling time of 1.~ sec. 
T:YlJical time evolution of moment1un spread, equival
lently the spread of revolution freaquency, ~<as e;i' en 
in Fig. 4. ~lachine j)<'1rameters relavant to the cclectrou 
cooling is given in Table 3 and the detai ts of cuul itt£( 

e'.-periments are presented in the oUwr paper in this 
s:ymposium. 9 

Table 3 

Hachine parameters relm·ant to the electron coolin£( 

Proton beam energy 
Electron beam energy 
Electron current 
Initial momentum spread, !:; p/p 
Final momentum spread 
RF frequenc~· 
Harmonic number 
Horizontal /3 at cooler section 
Vertical /3 at cooler section 
Momentum dispersion at cooler section 
Horizontal betatron t1me 
\~ertical betatron tune 

20.26 
11.04 

0 ') 
oJ 

~le\· 

Ke\· 

A 
2x10-' 
2x10-• 

1. 578 ~lliz 

2 
10.2 m 

3.1 m 
4 .I m 

1.11 
1.81 

Fig. 3 Beam signals from the electrostatic 
monitor. Horizontal scale is 2 sec/div. 

5.1 sec 

0 sec 

Fig. 4 Time evolution of frequency spectrum of a 
bunched proton beam after injection Hith 
cooling. Horizontal scale; 15 kHz/div, 
vertical ; 5dB/div, and central frequency 
; 29. 985 ~!Hz. 

6 

7 
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and the dispersion function and the llk'"L'.:imum f3 x-\·alue 
ean be l<ept small l<hich results in the large machine 
acceptance, 4007r mm.mrad. On the other hand, to realize 
the zero dispPrsion straight section for the momentum 
cooling, the superperiodicity is reduc<:.-'<i from six to 
thrPe 1-·ith thte change of excitation current of quad
rupole magnets. In th.i s cooler ring mode, the maximum /3 
,-,·aluP becomes large and the acceptance is reduced to 
140 7r mm. mrrul.. 3 

The excitation of current for the magnets are per 
formd l<i th four po1.;er supplies, one for the dipole mag
nets and three for the quadrupole magnets. The ramp 
shape of the dipole field B is a trapezoid wave form 
~<ith a repetition rate of 0.1 Hz and the rising period 
is 3.5 sec. The dB/dt signal is used for the pattern 
production of RF acceleration frequency. The currents 
of three po1-1er supplies of Q magnets are tracked ~<ith 
the bending magnet current within the tracking error 
less than lxlO-• ~<ith use of the self learning proce
dure in the control computer system.• 

Vacuum s~·stem 

It is required for the vacuum condition of better 
than 10-10 for thP heavy ion accumulation and accelera
tion and then the vacuum chamber and other elements are 
made of organic free materials. The ramping rate of 
magnetic field is so lo~< as 0.4 T/sec and then the 
vacuum chambers at dipole and quadrupole magnets are 
made of SL'S 316L Hith thickness of 4 mm. They are bak
able up to 350 •c by heating with current flowing 
directly through them. Between each pair of dipole 
magnets, either a sputter ion pump (800 or 400 1/s) or 
a titanium sublimation pump (100 1/s) is installed. 
The inflector chamber and the chamber at the crossing 
point of the main ring with the beam injection line are 
especially evacuated by sput.ter ion pumps of 800 1/s in 
order to pump the ring differentially. Totally, 7 
titanium sublimation pumps (1500 l/s) , 5 sputter ion 
pumps ( 800 1/s) , 3 sputter ion pumps ( 400 1/s) , and 3 
turbo-molecular pumps (500 l/s) are used for the 
evacuation. Presently, the average vacuum pressure in 
the ring is several times 10- 9 Torr and the goal of 10 
-11 Torr will be obtained after the baking of 
chambers. 5 

RF system 

The lowest injection energy has been set to be 
2. 58 NeV /u for • •Ne • • among the various ions from the 
SF cyclotron, corresponding to the revolution frequency 
of 0. 307 NHz. At the top energy of llOO HeV for 
protons, the revolution frequency is 3.5 ~lliz, thus the 
ratio of the lo«est to highest frequencies is thirteen. 
The harmonic number was chosen to be 2 and the designed 
acceleration frequency is 0.6 ~lliz to 7.0 ~lliz. An ac
celeration voltage of 2 kV is enough for the beam with 
0.5 % momentum spread >eithin the acceleration period of 
3.5 sec. 

An rf cavity, a single-gap, ferrite-loaded, two 
quarter-~~ve coaxial resonators, has been constructed. 
It covers the frequency range from 0.61 to 8.0 ~lliz by 
changing the ferrite bias current from 0 to 770 A. A 
poHer amplifier with a maximum output pol<er of 5 kl-' can 
produce 2 kV of accelerating Yoltage over the gap 
throughout the ><hole frequenc:> range. 6 

The lm< level RF electronics system is composed of 
a Yolta.ge controlled oscillator(VCO) and several feed
back loops. Three memory modules store the ftmctional 
forms of frequency, \'O l tage and bias current to be 
produced as a function of the field strength. At e\·ery 
increment J Gauss of the magnetic field, measured at 
the 25th dipoLe magnet for field monitoring, the data 
are read from memories and converted into analog 
,-oltages through DAC's. They are fed into a volt,age 
c-ontrolled asci llator, amplitude modulator and bias 
current po<<er supply, respectively. The error of bias 

current or equivallently the degree of detuning of 
cavi t~- is detected as the phase difference between the 
RF signals at the grid and the plate of final power 
tube. It is used for the correction of resonance 
ft,equency of cavit;-.- d.a a hardware feedback loops(AFC). 
In additlc1n, the signals of beam position (t, R)and of 
the phase error ( t. ¢ ) bet1-1een beam bunch and accelera
tion RF field, are fed back to the voltage controlled 
oscillator. The output rf signal of this oscillator is 
fed to driver and po1<er amplifiers. 

On the other hand , at the injection period the 
VCO is phase locked •;i th the RF signal from a frequency 
synth•esi zer. The frequency and voltage at this period 
are finely ad.justed manually· to get the maximum capture 
efficiency. 

Slow beam extraction 

The accelerated and cooled heavy ion beams are to 
be slo~<ly extracted utilizing the third integer 
resonance. The extracted beam energy is required to be 
variable over a wide range from 150 ~leV/u to 370 NeV/u. 
Thus, the beam extraction must be performed for a cir
culating beam ~Ji th a rather large emmittane ( 607t 
nnn.mrad). To respond these requirements, high-efficient 
extraction method was proposed 7 with use of rather com
]Jlicated ajustment of the currents of dipole magnet and 
quadrupole magnet. In viewing this scheme as a final 
goal, as a first trial of the extraction, a simple ex
traction method has been in progress where one sex
tupole magnet is used for resonance excitation, three 
bump fields for the closed orbit distortion and tunes 
are varied from (1. 75, l. 80) to ( l. 667, l. 80) with the 
change of quadrupole magnet. currents. In this scheme, 
the sextupole fields is de excited and it can be seen 
from the simulation results that the beam safely circu
lates on an ellipse, even with an existence of non
lineal' sextupol" field at the injection energy. • An 
electric septum, 70 kV/cm and 1.0 m long, is located in 
the second straight section and the first septum 
magnet, 5 kG in magnetic field strength and 1.0 m long, 
is at the third straight section. 

The emmi tance of the extracted beam is calculated 
at 57tmm.mrad and the extraction efficiency is around 
90 %. Main parameters of slow extraction are given in 
Table 2. 

Table 2 

Parameters of slow extraction system 

Ion species 
Beam energy 
Extraction scheme 
Operating point 
Septum position 
Beam emmi tance 

Nomentum spread 

p,a, '""Ne 
150 "-370 MeV /u 

1/3 resonance 
( 1.6667' 1.80) 

75 mm outside from central orbit 
Circulating beam < 50 7r mm.mrad 

Exracted beam 57r mm.mrad 
.;tO. 2% 

Beam experiments 

At the beginning of 1989, the first e},:periment of 
multiturn injection was performed with the pulsed beam 
of 28 HeV a particles. At the exit of the SF 
Cyclotron, the beam emmitance was measured at 15 7r 
mm.mrad (horizontal) and 20 7t mm.mrad (vertical)' 
respectiYely and momentum spread was 0.2%. The one 
t.hi.rd of the beam Has transported from the exit of 
cyclot.ron to the injection point of the TAR.~II. Since 
then, several times, multiturn injection were tried by 
••s i.ng either 28 MeV a or 20 MeV proton beams. Usually 
the pulse width and the repetition rate at the ion 
sour·ce Here 3 msec and 30 Hz, respectively. The beam 
was injected into the ring with the excitation of two 
hunp magnets. The decay time of bump fields were set to 
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